Introduction
In this note p denotes a prime and G denotes a finite p-group. A p-group G is called regular (Hall [8] ) if for all x, y e G there exists z e (x, y) such that {xy)p = xpypzp . By a well-known theorem of Hall [8] for an irregular /»-group G we have \G: {x"\xeG)\>pp.
A /?-group G is called absolutely regular (Blackburn [6] ) if |C7: {xp\x e G)| < pp . Hence an absolutely regular /»-group is regular.
If a /»-group G is regular and k is a positive integer, then N{e,G,k) = \{xeG\xpk =e}\, i.e., N{e, G, k) depends on the power structure of G only. We note that for a regular p-group G we have (x e G\xpk =e) = {xe G\xpk = e}, i.e., exp(x G G\xp = e) < pk . Hence N{e, G, k) is hard to determine only for irregular /»-groups.
Obviously an absolutely regular 2-group is cyclic. We note that an absolutely regular 3-group is metacyclic.
If p > 2 and a /»-group G is noncyclic, expC7 > pk , then N{e, G, k) is divisible by pk+x (Kulakoff [10] ).
We call a /»-group G exceptional if it is absolutely regular or of maximal class. Blackburn [6] showed that any nonexceptional /»-group contains a normal subgroup of order pp and exponent p . If a 2-group G is nonexceptional then N{e, G, 1) is divisible by 4 [2; 11, Theorem 6; 9, Theorem 4.9]. This result was generalized by Berkovich [1] and Blackburn [7] : if G is a nonexceptional /»-group then N{e, G, I) is divisible by pp . This is the best-possible result.
If a ^ e the counting of N{a, G, k) is harder and considerably more subtle.
If p > 2 and a /»-group G is noncyclic then N{a, G, k) is divisible by p2 (Lam [12] ). On pp. 580-581 of paper [12] Lam writes: "It seems likely that, more generally, for any central element a e Z{G) the number of solutions of x2 = a in (nonexceptional 2-group) G is divisible by 4, but we have not been able to find a proof."
Theorem A shows that Lam's conjecture is true. This theorem shows that as a rule N{e, G, k) is divisible by pk+x if exp G > pk . Theorem B shows that in a nonexceptional /»-group G the number N{e, G, k) is divisible by pk+p~l if exp G>pk.
Both these theorems extend results mentioned earlier. We denote by G' the commutator subgroup of G and by <p{G) the Frattini subgroup of G. Since in a /»-group we have <p{G) = G'{xp\xe\G), it follows that H < G => cp{H) < cp{G). If A is a subset of G then CG{A), resp. Ng{A) , denotes the centralizer, resp. normalize^ of A in G. By |9Jt| we denote the number of elements of a set 9JÎ.
Results
In this section we state our main results.
Theorem A. Let a p-group G be noncyclic and not a 2-group of maximal class. Let k be a positive integer, a e G, and exp G > pk\{a)\. Then N{a, G, k) is divisible by pk+x .
In particular we see that Lam's conjecture holds.
Theorem B. Let a p-group G be nonexceptional, k be a positive integer, and exp G > pk . Then N{e, G, k) is divisible by pk+p~l.
In particular in the case when a -e and p = 2, Theorem B implies Theorem A. We note that the proof of Theorem A is completely elementary, but the proof of Theorem B uses deep results of /»-group theory.
Proofs
In this section we prove Theorems A and B. Lemma 1. Let G be a cyclic p-group, let k be a positive integer, a e G, and |G|>p*|(fl)|.
Then N{a,G,k)=pk . This is obvious.
Lemma 2. Let G be a 2-group of maximal class, k be a positive integer, a e G.
If a = e then let k > 1 . Then N{a, G, k) = 0 or N(a, G, k) = 2k (mod2¿+1). This is proved by easy checking since a 2-group of maximal class is dihedral, semi-dihedral, or generalized quaternion.
We note that, in Lemma 2, if N{a, G, k) > 0 then a e cp{G).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 3. Let A be a cyclic subgroup of a p-group G, CG{A) > A. If CG{A) is cyclic then G is cyclic or a 2-group of maximal class. Proof. Suppose that G is noncyclic and not a 2-group of maximal class. Then by Roquette's theorem (see, e.g., [3] ) G contains a normal subgroup R of type (/»,/»). Then RCG{A) is a nonabelian /»-group with a cyclic subgroup of index p and A £ Z{RCG{A)). Since A < CG{A), A < cp{CG{A)) < cp{RCG{A)) = Z{RCG{A)) (the equality follows from the classification of /»-groups with a cyclic subgroup of index p), a contradiction. D Note that if A is a cyclic subgroup of a 2-group of maximal class and \A\ > 2 then CG{A) is cyclic (see remark after Lemma 2).
Lemma 4. Let A be a cyclic subgroup of a noncyclic p-group G, where G is not a 2-group of maximal class. Let k be a positive integer and k > 1 if \A\ = 1. Let 9JÎ = 9Jl{A, G, k) denote the set of all cyclic subgroups containing A of order pk\A\ in G. Then |9JÎ| ee 0 (mod/»). Proof. For \A\ = 1 this result is well known (for p > 2 it is due to Miller and for /> = 2 it is due to Berkovich; for details see [1, 3] ). Now let \A\ > 1.
Induct on \G\. For D < G let c{D) denote the number of elements of TI contained in D (if A < D then c{D) = \Wl{A, D, k)\ and if A ¿ D then c{D) = 0).
We may assume that the set 9JÎ is nonempty. Obviously 9Jl{A, G, k) = ffl(A, CG{A), k). Since 9JÎ is nonempty, CG{A) > A and CG{A) is noncyclic by Lemma 3. If CG{A) is a 2-group of maximal class then \A\ = 2 and elementary results of /»-group theory imply G = CG{A), a contradiction to the assumption that G is not a 2-group of maximal class.
If CG{A) < G then |9Jt| = 0 (mod/») by induction. Hence we may assume that CG{A) = G, i.e., A < Z{G).
Since Wl is nonempty, for B e 971 we have A < cp{B) < cp{G). Let Ti, ... ,Tm be all maximal subgroups of G. Then by Hall's enumeration principle [8] we have m (1) \M\ = ciG) = Y,c{Ti) (mod/»).
;=1
Suppose that one of the F, 's, say Fi, is cyclic. Then m = p + 1 and exactly p of the Ti 's are cyclic (this follows from the classification of /»-groups with a cyclic subgroup of index /?). Since A < cp{G), c{T¡) = 1 for all cyclic F,. If Tj is noncyclic (then T¡ is abelian) then c{T¡) = 0 or p , and (1) gives |9TÎ| = 0 (mod/?). Hence we may assume that any F, is noncyclic. Suppose that one of the T¡ 's, say Ti, is a 2-group of maximal class. By a result of Berkovich (see §5 in [3] ) among T¡ 's there are At {t > I is an integer) subgroups of maximal class. Then c{T¡) is odd for i G [1, At] and c{Tj) is even for j e [At+ 1, m]. In this case, by (1), we have |9Jl| = 0 (mod/»). If all the F, are not 2-groups of maximal class then by induction c{T¡) = 0 (mod/?) for all i, and |97t| = 0 (modp) by (1) . D There is a little hope to find |SDt| (mod/»2).
Proof of Theorem A. Induct on \G\.
(i) Let a = e. Our result is known if k = 1 (see §1). Let k > 1 . We may assume that exp G > pk (since in the contrary case N{e, G, k) = \G\ > pk+x). By supposition and Roquette's theorem (see proof of Lemma 4) G contains a normal subgroup R of type (/»,/»). Suppose that G/R is cyclic. Then CG{R) is abelian, and its index in G is at most /». If CG{R) -G the result is obvious. Let CG{R) < G. Take an element x e G with |(x)| < pk . Consider the subgroup F = R{x). Obviously exp T < pk < exp G=>T<G=>T< CG{R). Hence any element of G of order not exceeding pk is contained in CG{R). So N{e,G,k) = N{e, CG{R), k). Since CG{R) is abelian, N{e, CG{R),k) = pk+x or pk+2 .
So we may assume that G/R is noncyclic. Then G/R contains a normal subgroup L/R suchthat G/L is abelian of type (/»,/»). Since expG>pk > p2, it follows that L > R. Hence all maximal subgroups of G containing L, say Fi, ... , Tp+i , are not 2-groups of maximal class (if a 2-group of maximal class contains a normal subgroup of type (2, 2) then its order is equal to 8). We set G° = G/K, R° = R/K, T° = T/K. Then CGo{R°) > F°a nd CGo{R°) = D/K is abelian (see the proof of Theorem A). So the nilpotency class of D is at most /» -1 , and D is regular by a well-known theorem of Hall [8] . Since D >T, F is regular also. □ Lemma 6. Let G, R, and T be as in Lemma 5, expG>pk. Then N{e, G, k) _ pk+p-\ or pk+p {jfiere \( is a positive integer).
Proof. If expG = pk then \G\ = pk+p~x or pk+p and N{e, G, k) = \G\.
Hence we may assume that exp G > pk . If exp T > pk then T > (x G G|xp = e) and the lemma is true since F is regular (Lemma 5). Let exp F = pk . Then exp G = pk+x . Let x be an element of G with |(x)| <pk. Suppose that x i T. Then G = R{x) with Rn(x) = l. Then F = R{xp) and exp T < pk , a contradiction. Hence all elements of G of order at most pk lie in T. Since F is regular, F = (x G G|jcf* = «?) and N{e, G, k) = \T\= pk+p~x or p*+" . D Proof of Theorem B. By Blackburn's theorem [6] any nonexceptional /»-group G contains a normal subgroup R of order pp and exponent /» (see also [1, 2] ). Our result is true if k = 1 (see [1] or [7] ). Now let k > 1 . In virtue of Lemma 6 we may assume that G/R is noncyclic. Hence G/R contains a normal subgroup L/R such that G/L is abelian of type (/»,/»). Let Ti, ... , Tp+X be all maximal subgroups of G containing L. Then, as in the proof of Theorem A, we have p+i (2') N{e,G, k) = J2N(e> Ti,k)-pN{e, L,k).
;=1
If L = R then exp G = p2 = pk , k = 2, and N{e, G, k) = \G\ = pp+2 = pk+p = g (mod/»A:+/'~1). So we may assume that R < L. Then all F, are nonexceptional. We may assume that exp G > pk . Then exp T, > /»* for all i, and by induction we have N{e, T,-, k) = 0 {modpk+p'x). We note that expL > pk . If L is of maximal class then |L| = /»p+1 (since a /»-group of maximal class and order larger than pp+x does not contain a normal subgroup of order pp and exponent /»). In this case k = 2 and 7V(e, L, /c) =/»í'+1 = pk+p-{ and 7V(e, G, /c) = 0 (mod/»*+p~1) by (2' ). If L is not a group of maximal class then N{e, L, k) = 0 (mod/»A:+p~1) by induction, and again N{e, G, k) = 0 {modpk+p-x). □
We note that if G is a nonregular /»-group of maximal class then N{e, G, k) = 0 (mod/»*4"''-2) (here exp G > pk). A proof of this result is analogous to the proof of Theorem B. If G is of maximal class, exp G > pk , \G\ > pp+x , then we may prove that N{e, G, k) = pk+p~2 {modpp+k~x) (for /» = 2 see Lemma 2).
Many related results were proved in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 7] .
